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Annie Jael Kwan and Joon Lynn Goh of Asia-Art-Activism
07/31/20; 9:00am; Zoom

Asia-Art-Activism space in Raven Row, London

Arianna (A): Can you tell me more about the history of AAA and how it 
started?

Joon Lynn Goh (JLG): Annie, you go! (laughs)

Annie Jael Kwan (AJK): Where do you begin the story of how things come 
to be, such as AAA, that probably goes back way before, if you know what I 
mean? Joon Lynn and I met 10 years ago over a meal that involved wonton 
making. 10 years later, we met up again to catch up and we found that our 
interests were interconnected, but were also in parallel. I spent the past 10 
years pretty much focused on contemporary art and live art. Joon Lynn works 
in art as a producer, but she’d also been developing an activist practice. It 
was interesting because she’s Malaysian and I’m Singaporean, and we were 

both questioning our positionalities within the UK, where within the BAME1 
categories, the ‘Asian’ part of it usually refers to South Asian. We found these 
three aspects — art, Asia, activism — very interesting in how they intersect, 
and we wanted to explore that relationship more as we were asking ourselves 
why we knew so little about historical Asian protagonists. 

These sorts of conversations were what led us to think it’d be great to form 
and work together. At the very same time, Raven Row2 had an open call for 
sharing its space. The opportunity became catalytic. At that stage, we had no 
idea what it was going to be or what we’re going to do. But we figured we can 
just get the space and work it out, right? 

JLG: We are one of 11 collectives that are residents at Raven Row. Because it’s 
quite unheard of to have access to a central London space, the opportunity 
to have residence was a catalyst for us and others to organize collectively. 
While some groups were pre-existing, at least half of us came into being quite 
quickly around this moment. In many ways, I think the beginning of AAA 
reflects a strategy of claiming space. When you’re claiming space, everything 
is imperfect and unknown, but when an opportunity arises, you take it.

AJK: I think about the timing as well because we met in April in an Indian 
restaurant, and we had that big chat, and the call out came in May — one 
thing coincided with the other very interestingly. 

It forced us to map who we knew that might fall into this framework, which 
was an interesting exercise in thinking about who in our roster of artists 
and collaborators might feel some sort of ownership or investment in this 
research. To my surprise, many people responded positively even when it was 
so abstract and unknown, which perhaps speaks to the fact that there is this 
gap of community or knowledge that was not identified previously.

JLG: I think that’s always been an energy that has continued to push AAA’s 
development. It’s been quite external actually, because the desire has come 
from the absence of spaces like this. I just remember when you set up AAA’s 
social media accounts, and being so surprised by the speed in which hundreds 
of people started following us. Or on another occasion, during a Making Time 

1 Black, Asian, and Minority Ethnic, a term used to encompass all non-white ethnic groups in the 
UK.
2 Raven Row is a non-profit contemporary art exhibition space in Spitalfields, London. For the 
past two years, they have halted their regular programming in favor of hosting residencies for a 
number of arts collectives within the UK.
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workshop3, I remember someone saying, “I think I might cry because in all 
my time in London, I have not been surrounded by other Asians. I haven’t 
been in a room where Asians have been a majority.” For me, these moments 
underscore it all, and make me feel I can’t put down AAA because of the need 
for this space and gathering. I also think there’s a really beautiful ecology 
that’s forming because there’s lots of groups that are looking at Southeast 
Asian perspectives across different art forms, practices or commitments and it 
feels exciting to be part of this.

A: When you were creating AAA, why was there a focus on activism, instead 
of let’s say, just operating as an artist collective? What are the kind of projects 
that you do that tackle both art and activism?

JLG: As Annie was saying before, we had a ‘first date’ after 10 years where 
we discovered a convergence of questions we were both asking while coming 
from very different experiences. Annie has for 7 years, very consistently and 
rigorously explored Southeast Asia as a topic, whereas for me, it has been a 
much newer exploration. I suppose AAA’s focus on ‘activism’ came from my 
interest in the possibilities of organizing.  Previously, while I was producing 
a performance festival in Bristol, the Syrian crisis began to unfold. I became 
heavily involved in community organizing and over three years, worked 
with the local council to set up a Syrian refugee resettlement program. That 
was a real catalyst for me to re-understand my skills as an arts worker, not 
so much in terms of curating and producing, but in terms of the dynamics 
of organizing and holding space, as well as facilitating and speaking directly 
to power structures in order to shift things in society.  So while Annie was 
searching for histories of Asian artists and practitioners who have changed 
our understanding of art and culture, I was hungry to discover a lineage of 
Asian organisers and community leaders who have been catalysts and allies in 
civic movements. I wanted to know who I was connected to; whose shoulders 
I stood on; what I had inherited. 

At the beginning, when we were inviting people to join, Annie was having 
conversations with artists and I was having conversations with activists and 
activist groups. The stumbling block was that no one I spoke to had time to 
join as they were too busy on the frontline, and couldn’t make use of a space 
with limited hours. It’s taken a while to find out a role that AAA can play 

in terms of social change, and it feels like we can be useful and needed in 
organizing around political education with an Asian diasporic lens; a space 
to build histories, tools and strategies that strengthen the possibility of South, 
Southeast, East Asian organizing. 

AJK: Part of the synergy is how we come at these questions from different 
angles. A lot of my work was within the live art and contemporary art 
sectors — I was working in an initiative called Something Human4 with 
Alessandra Cianetti. We shared interests in political and social issues. 
Migration was a big topic that we were investigating, in relation to global 
crisis, political conflict and economic opportunity. These stories are 
interdependent, and when we’re thinking about live art and bodies, it means 
thinking about bodies in spaces, and bodies moving across spaces. 

3 Making Time is a research project initiated by Joon Lynn Goh and Annie Jael Kwan that 
participatively charts the timeline of Asian diasporic art and activism in the UK. This project is 
developed collaboratively with South, Southeast, and East Asian artists, activists, academics, and 
researchers aiming to connect and study the Asian diasporic experience within a British context.

Several members of AAA showing their support towards 
scrapping the Anti-Terror Bill in the Philippines

4 Something Human was a curatorial partnership founded by Annie Jael Kwan and Alessandra 
Cianetti in 2012, which focused on ideas around movement between borders.
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When the vanities of the art market are laid bare, we see the extent of global 
deprivation and how political systems have failed us, and how much social 
suffering there is. As arts practitioners, it’s not that far of a jump to ask 
yourself: if I’m organizing bodies, what am I organizing bodies for? I like 
to bring Asian and migrant artists, Asian and migrant bodies together in a 
space. It’s a political act, because Asian and migrant bodies are often excluded. 
The Speech Acts exhibition project at the Manchester Art Gallery in 20195 
articulated the need to expand the definition of what is British and what is 
allowed to be called British. These artists are deemed as diaspora or migrant 
artists. How come they’re not part of the British art narrative? Whether you’re 
in a country for a temporary or extended period, your contributions are part 
of that context. 

So going back to the idea of taking up space through curation, you bring 
bodies into the spaces of the institution that are inclined to leave them out. 
The Black Artists and Modernism research group have done surveys that 
show that though the artwork of migrant and colored artists were bought, 
often they remained in the storeroom for decades. For me, if the skill of 
curating is to organize bodies, there is so much to learn from the kind of 
organizing in activism in terms of curatorial methodology. We know about 
a very top-down style of curating that reinstates dominant narratives and 
celebrates a canon and collection that adds cultural capital to the brand 
of a museum. But what kind of curating opens up the possibility of other 
narratives, other epistemologies, and therefore, other kinds of actions outside 
and within the gallery? The gallery and the non-gallery, to me, are not 
necessarily two separate things. We keep going back to this question on the 
choice of working within or outside institutions. Why are they two separate 
things when the taxpayers pay for the institution? Why isn’t an institution also 
the community space?

I think turning to activism allowed me to open myself up to learning about 
other approaches, and learning to destabilize my own inculcated colonial 
education. I began to ask myself what ways I can unlearn and relearn how to 
center other narratives, break down my own unconscious biases, and create 
conditions that support the public sphere from being one that’s much more 
democratic than what it is right now.

A: Does AAA have a structure in organizing? If you’re having events, how 
does it work with all of the associates and everybody who’s part of AAA?

AJK: When we first set up, it was clear that there were generations, and it 
was very easy for any kind of hierarchy to manifest itself. And because we 
were the keyholders, it was very easy for people to defer to us. At the same 
time, we also had some liability responsibilities to the space. We had to make 
sure of the principles of care that had to happen. There’s a kind of process of 
unlearning and a process of maybe building or collectivizing that was quite 
uncertain and something that had to be felt out along the way. 

There were ideas like the mini residencies as a way to share space to invite 
other people in. Once we gave them the keys, they could do what they wanted 
within the parameters of care for the space. We’ve had residents turning the 
studio into a bookbinding workshop, or turned the whole thing blue as a 
location for filming. As keyholders, they had that agency to use the space 
how they wanted. That was one of the ways that we tried to not to manage 
the outcome of something, but let somebody else lead. While at first, there 
was this concern about handing over the keys, you realize it’s fine because 
everyone’s very responsible.

There were also various public facing programs such as artist talks and 
sharing sessions, and slowly, the shift happened from something that was a 
bit more formal and conventional, in art terms, to informal events such as a 
dumpling making or hot pot sessions — the kind of actions that might not be 
usually valued in the art world. And yet people came, they had conversations, 
made connections. That formed relational bonds within AAA and built trust 
within the group slowly, which changed things along the way and enabled 
people to say, I want to do things differently. It’s been a learning process on 
how to share space, and not to prioritise how the art world might evaluate an 
outcome.

JLG: I think it also speaks to how we’re often constrained by funding 
requirements or the conditions set by funders. Initially, we had the space for 
one year. With that time limit, we went into overdrive and did way too much 
because we wanted to use that opportunity the space presented to us. And 
when the lease was extended for another year, I think almost everyone felt 
like we could take a breath, which then allowed us to settle into a different 
way of organizing. We became less precious, less pressured. When Annie 
was talking about the potluck sessions, I think that’s when everyone actually 
started bonding. When it wasn’t about what can and what should we produce, 

5 ‘Speech Acts: Reflection-Imagination-Repetition,’ curated by Hammad Nasar and Kate Jesson, 
Manchester Art Gallery (May 25 2018–April 22 2019).
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it became much more about discovering and building relationships. So I 
think that’s an interesting reflection on how the dynamics of the group have 
changed. This period of lockdown has also introduced another shift. In the 
need to process the complexity of this moment, we have gathered regularly 
online to speak together about the increase of racialized violence against 
Asian communities, and talk about our specific position as non-black people 
of color, as South, Southeast, East Asians, in the UK at a moment of a Global 
Black Lives Matter Movement. 

AJK: There are two examples of how much things shifted from when it was 
just launched to here: first we had an offer from an outside partner who said 
that they’d raised a small sum of money to offer an artist to have an exhibition. 
They wanted AAA to post an open call, that would be framed as an ‘open 
call to AAA’. We questioned what does this mean — was it to AAA members? 
Or that AAA was to advertise via our mailing list or social media? What was 
interesting was that as the conversations progressed, people started feeling 
uncomfortable as they did not want to compete against each other. There was 
even a suggestion that one of us could make a proposal and then include the 
other people into the show. (laughs) That was when we saw how things had 
shifted, because the person who made the offer did not understand this, very 
understandably so, because that’s how the art world works — open calls are a 
normal thing. 

I think that also connects with what Joon Lynn has brought up about 
the regular ZoomLuck meetings that we’ve been hosting throughout the 
lockdowns, where people came because they were needing some support and 
sense of community. People took turns to lead the group because they wanted 
to offer a space where you may come as you are, drop in, and be together. The 
value was really about community.
 
A: I think what’s interesting is that we’re all from different parts of the world 
because it’s an international network, but it’s rooted within a physical space in 
London. Why do you feel like AAA is necessary within a city like London?

JLG: I think things start the way they start. AAA started with an invitation 
to take up a physical location. When the lease is done, it will have served 
its purpose and that is the creation of a community that will continue in 
some form, even if we don’t know how, or what it may look like. In terms of 
London, as long as it remains a city that continues to evolve with a changing 
population, I think there will always be a need. 

We have to remember that the UK census of 2011 is completely outdated now, 
and that migration from Southeast Asia to the UK has in some communities 
doubled or tripled in numbers. So much so, that we need to recognize that we 
are living in a very different reality  in which an Asian diaspora is no longer 
just second and third generations of people from India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, 
China, Hong Kong or Vietnam. We’re also talking about a huge influx from 
the Philippines, Malaysia, Singapore, Indonesia, Burma and elsewhere. As 
London continues to evolve, its provocation to us is to constantly renegotiate 
our understanding of what it means to be part of a South, Southeast, East 
Asian diaspora in the UK.

AJK: I think London is quite a natural confluence for various reasons. So 
many students, historically, from Asia have come to the UK because of its 
colonial legacy. These kinds of exchanges and flows are ongoing in terms 
of education, political influence, and so on. Paul Mellon Centre funded a 

Dumping making workshop, as part of Oceans*A*Part, 
a project that brought together folk across Asia-Pacific 
communities to spend time and dine together
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research program called London, Asia6 for three years. It identified London 
as a hub where a lot of artists from Asia have been working, or a place where 
many exhibition histories have been created with significant Asian artists. 
London is actually a very natural hotspot for all these different trajectories to 
meet. Like our predecessors, Joon Lynn and I find ourselves here as well. Our 
paths are very well-trodden.

As a site, Raven Row was a real gift because space is profound. Access to 
space gives a sense of entitlement and belonging. Many people can go to art 
institutions and feel excluded. They look around, and see images that don’t 
reflect who they are. Or students go to institutions and think, I don’t speak 
perfect English, I’m being made fun of, I don’t belong here. To experience 
having space, especially space that is so well located in an area of London 
that’s situated in-between the financial district and migrant histories, is a 
powerful experience. 

We have asked the question, what will happen to AAA if we no longer have 
a space? Will we still exist? The pandemic answered the question as we 
couldn’t be physically together, yet people were still connected. Being part of 
a community meant a lot even if we were not able to physically in the same 
space. Knowing that you’re a part of a story is meaningful. I think we have 
an urge to carry on because there is still a need for it. But now that we have 
a space, we’ve tasted what it feels like, there’s a way to visualize that we could 
have the right to have a space. It’s the first sense of possibility, whereas before 
that, you wouldn’t even imagine that that could come to pass. 

Howl and Youngsook of Asia-Art-Activism
07/23/20; 10:00am; Zoom

Arianna (A): How did the both of you come across AAA network or as a 
project?

Howl Yuan (HY): At that time I was running this office exchange between 
Taiwan and the UK and I was contacting organizations, in particular the Live 
Art Development Agency. I talked to the director Lois7 and I think it was the 
time when AAA or Something Human was archiving for Asian and Southeast 
Asian projects, which was why Lois had tried to link us up, like, “have you 
heard of AAA or like Something Human?” “No, I don’t.” “Oh my god, you 
should meet!” She didn’t say it like that exactly, but this is how I kind of got on 
this path with AAA.

Youngsook Choi (YC): I was a recipient of the a-n mentoring bursary in 2018. 
At the end of the program, my mentor introduced me to Annie and she told 
me that AAA might be a good platform for my practice. So that’s how I got 
into AAA.

A: Could you tell me a little bit about how AAA is structured as an 
organization?

HY: A structure...? I guess I also doubt calling it an organization, as it’s more 
like a network. And because it’s a network, it feels more like a community. 
What I experienced alongside AAA was that by being together, we’ve gone 
through a kind of self-learning journey of what we really want. Maybe at the 
beginning, it was more like get-togethers, sharing information, and helping 
each other. I felt that we found our way and discovered more about what we 
wanted to do while being together. 

So how do we run as an organization? First, I don’t think of it as an 
organization. And second, it’s really fair in a way — it doesn’t really have a 
kind of hierarchy. If you want to do something, just give a shout on WhatsApp 
and people can be interested and jump in and things will happen. Like this 
[publication].

YC: I only joined AAA from February. So I’m still trying to figure out how it’s 
been and how it operates. But as Howl said, I don’t see any kind of vertical 
hierarchy or an organizational, so to speak, structure. It’s more like we all 

7 Lois Keidan, co-founder of the Live Art Development Agency (LADA)

6 London, Asia is a research project that was initiated in 2016 and works towards expanding the 
narrative on British art. With a starting point in London, this project explores Asian art histories 
and their intersections, tangents, and challenges with the UK. London, Asia is collaboratively 
supported by the Paul Mellon Centre and Asia Art Archive.
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Past visiting artists and residents of AAA

share an interest in Asia, Asian art practitioners, and activism around specific 
agendas such as racism and post-coloniality. But as far as I understand, there 
is a dedicated curatorial team. I think Howl, you are part of it, and the rest 
of members are called Research Associates. In my case, I became a research 
associate by joining a residency program.

A: When you’re a resident in AAA does that mean that you would go to the 
space regularly and then you would conduct research there?

YC: Yeah, the main thing was that you could occupy space and that was one 
of the main benefits. At the moment, we’re based in Raven Row. You could 
use the space for your research and since Raven Row also has an event space, 
you could hold your practice there too. I developed a performance around 
the COVID-19 racism against the Asian population. You also get full support 
from the other members, Annie and Joon Lynn, because they are around 
most of the time. It’s been really unfortunate because I was supposed to 
take residence until June/July but you know, I couldn’t be there due to the 
lockdown. It’s been really up and down, but the residency gives you space and 
time and also an opportunity to showcase your work.

HY: I also kicked off my relationship with AAA through a residency. Even 
though we pretty much had free access to the space, the nature of space also 
has its own limits. It’s not a studio, you can’t really do stuff, and even at events 
in the space, you can’t really, you know, do a lot of like hardcore body things... 
like bleed out your blood everywhere. (laughs) I’m not the only one who uses 
the space and that’s allowed for flows and randomness to happen. Like when 
you do your work, you might have another artist next to you doing their own 
projects and that conversation is easy to begin. 

A: Since there were a lot of events for AAA prior to the pandemic, were there 
any difficulties in organizing? Because it’s not an organization in the strict 
sense, what would be the difficulties in organizing something for a network 
that is dispersed?

YC: I can’t really answer this question because I never really felt supported by 
organizations in the UK for my practice. I’ve worked on commissions before, 
but commissions are different from structured organizational support. I was 
also a recipient of some mentoring programs and bursaries but I didn’t feel a 
close kind of supporting relationship. Although AAA does not really have a 
strict structure in an organizational form, there is a sense of care and support. 
And I really feel that. That process of organizing something can be messy, but 
you feel a sense of trust. 
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HY: That’s a very good question. I guess we’ve been through all the issues of 
being a collective, or let’s say more precisely, like a co-op. Yes, hierarchy does 
produce inequality, but sometimes it helps make decisions quickly. If we 
commit to a total democracy, we’ll have to have everyone’s voice get involved. 
That will take time, which I think is necessary, but that also has its pros and 
cons in thinking about how we can run a network or organization, whatever 
we call it. 

It really goes down to loving to contribute your support to others in the 
collective. That sense of care just surrounds me. I really feel that when I 
talk about something, the connection is strong, and a sense that others also 
understand the same issues. It’s not a conversation that’s easy to start, but at 
the end of the day, we actually put things into action. It all goes down to an 
individual’s capacity. Things will not always work out. It just really depends on 
how everyone feels, and I think that’s fine.

A: It seems that based on your answers that care is a very important facet of 
the way that AAA operates.

YC: I think that sense of care is really important, as Howl pointed out. It’s a 
necessity as we are marginalized artists in the UK and in Europe. We have a 
less privileged platform to share our practice and so to be together to create a 
platform bigger than what we can create individually is really important.

A: How does AAA cultivate this environment of care for you?

YC: I think there’s really good accessibility to talk to people. When you are in 
an organization, everything goes through a formal process. It’s very difficult 
to make time with the curators and other professionals and it’s not very 
easy to access people who hold the knowledge. But AAA members are quite 
accessible. When you plan to do something, people tend to support you. 

For example, I’m trying to set up a collective healing project for precarious 
migrants in the UK and I was looking for a community organization that I 
could set up a partnership with. I looked and asked around, and it turned 

Unapologetic Coughing, a project on the racialized 
violence towards Asians during the COVID-19 pandemic, 

by Youngsook Choi (Photo by Nurri Kim)

Howl Yuan’s performance at Raven Row’s studio
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out that people had referred to me in a positive light. There is a sense of trust 
because it’s a cautious act when you bridge organizations and individual 
artists together. You need to have that trust, and I think I have felt that trust 
from AAA members. The other thing is about how we spent time together 
during this pandemic. Annie and other members of AAA dedicated their time 
to hold the place to share and catch up. I think it was such a generous thing to 
do. It was every other week and quite fast-paced and you didn’t have to come, 
but the fact that that sharing space was there was really comforting.

A: Why do you feel that AAA as a network is necessary within a city like 
London?

HY: I think this is necessary because of the problems that arise whenever 
all non-white artists are lumped together. Different types of ethnic groups 
have their own issues. So I think that a specific group or subgroup is needed. 
For the city, I think it’s gathering solidarity to make our voice stronger. In 
gathering, we have the power to make our voices louder. It’s always much 
easier to do things with people surrounding you than doing it all alone.

YC: One thing I’m sure about London is that it’s really transient. People 
just come and go. And it’s very difficult to build long-term friendships and 

relationships with other artists. Because of this, I think it’s important to have 
some kind of hub-space. Whether you leave or come back, it’s going to be 
there and you will always be guaranteed to meet other Asian artists that have 
a similar direction or practice. 

As Howl said, we’re marginalized, underrepresented artists, but when we are 
together, we hold power. Rather than just competing with other artists as 
individuals, we kind of, you know, compete for our territory. (laughs) You 
know what I mean? We kind of expand our territory so it becomes a collective 
sense of strengthening everybody. I’m also fed up with competing against 
other artists with limited resources. In that sense, it’s absolutely essential to 
have this space that we can hold together.

A: Would you say that the physical space of Raven Row is important to the 
activities of AAA? What do you think would happen once the lease is up? 

YC: I think it will survive. Whether we have a physical space or not, I think 
this relationship and the strength of a community we have built will carry 
on. And maybe we’ll find another physical space. That’s something we can 
think of. I think that’s going to be kind of a 2.0 AAA, AAA 2.0. (laughs) So 
what would be the next step? It’s gonna be a critical moment for all of us to 
discuss what should be the direction, whether we need to aim to be more 
like an organization, or have a structure, or if we need the physical space, 
and if we do, what kind of space it is that we need. I think that there will be 
lots of things to be discussed after this Raven Row period. And that will be 
interesting.

HY: That discussion has happened before, when our first lease nearly ran 
out… and then we’ve got a second lease. So (laughs). But yeah, it’s interesting 
because we do talk about what will happen if we don’t have a physical space. 
I fully agree with what Youngsook said in terms of how the network will still 
exist, but we will have to assess the way we operate. It might be different, but 
that network is already built up. So definitely, we’ll survive.

AAA ZoomLuck Social, a series of open conversations 
and discussions held over lockdown
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Raven Row, 56 Artillery Lane, London E1 7LS

Annie Jael Kwan is an independent curator and researcher based in London. 
She founded the curatorial initiative, Something Human, in 2012, that 
presented projects exploring movement across borders in the UK, Europe 
and Asia. Something Human led the launch of the pioneering Southeast Asia 
Performance Collection (SAPC) at the Live Art Development Agency in 
London during its 2017 M.A.P. project, which included a live performance 
programme in Venice, in partnership with the Diaspora Pavilion and the 
International Curators Forum. As an independent curator, she curated 
UnAuthorised Medium, a group exhibition and public programme exploring 
artistic practices and archives at Framer Framed, Netherlands; and in 2019 
co-curated the Archive-in-residence exhibition and symposium Pathways 
of Performativity in Contemporary Southeast Asian Art at Haus der Kunst, 
Munich. She is the recipient of the Diverse Actions Leadership Award in 2019.

As co-founder of Asia-Art-Activism (AAA), she curated “Being Present” a live 
performance programme in response to the exhibition Speech Acts: Reflection-
Imagination-Repetition at the Manchester Art Gallery; and the subsequent 
digital adaptation for the Paul Mellon Centre’s British Art Studies Issue 13.  
She is co-curator of the 2020 digital programme, Till We Meet Again IRL, Best 
Wishes, AAA. AAA is in residence at Raven Row until May 2021, and leads 
Tools to Transform, a project focused on creating resources for Asian and 
diaspora organising that received the European Cultural Foundation’s Culture 
of Solidarity grant in 2020. As a researcher, she co-edited Southeast of Now: 

Directions in Contemporary and Modern Art in Asia’s guest issue: Archive, 
and contributes to various publications including On the future and artist-run 
spaces, Tate website, Art Review Asia, and Art Asia Pacific. She’s the instigator 
of the forthcoming Asia Forum to be presented in Venice in 2022.

Joon Lynn Goh is a cultural organiser and producer, working across art and 
culture, migrant movements, popular education and solidarity economies, 
to explore creative shifts from extractive to regenerative ways of living. Joon 
Lynn is founding organiser of Migrants in Culture, a network of culture 
workers organising for culture without borders, co-founder of Asia Art 
Activism, an interdisciplinary network of artists, educators and organisers 
currently resident at Raven Row, and co-founder of Sex With Cancer, a cancer 
patient led inquiry into illness and intimacy. Joon Lynn has been recipient of 
Champion of the Year, Women on the Move Award 2016, Live Art UK Diverse 
Actions Leadership Bursary 2017, and declined an MBE (Member of the 
British Empire, Queen’s Honour list) for Services to Equality in 2019.

Howl Yuan (原承伯) is a Taiwanese, UK-based performance maker, writer, 
curator, and alternative podcast host. He holds the master of performance 
(theatre) from University of Chichester, and Ph.D. candidate at University 
of Exeter. His practices focus on cultural identity, mobility, sites and places,  
presented at different venues and festivals in the UK and Taiwan. Howl’s 
writing and words contribution appears on Performing Arts Forum (Macao), 
LAC studio (China), and Centre for Contemporary Asian Art (Australia). He 
is the curator of Artists Home Swap, the guest curator in Migration Matters 
Festival 2020-2021, and the alternative podcast host of Ming Strike.

Youngsook Choi is a London-based artist and researcher with a PhD in 
human geography. Youngsook’s practice relates to her subjective position 
as a woman, mother, and migrant of Korean Heritage, coming from a 
working-class background. Her works often develop narratives of ‘non-
fictional fantasy’, a mixture of research evidence, folk tales, mythologies and 
performative instructions for audience participation. Youngsook took up 
the residency with Asia Art Activism at Raven Row, exploring the concept 
of ‘political spirituality’ and intimate aesthetics of community actions, and is 
currently the selected artist for the Constellations 2020/21 (UP Project and 
Flat Time House, London). Works commissioned by various institutions such 
as Barbican Centre, Rich Mix, Milton Keynes Art Centre, and MK Islamic 
Arts Heritage and Culture. (more info - youngsookchoi.com)

https://www.thisisliveart.co.uk/resources/southeast-asia-performance-collection/
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https://movement-archive-performance.com/
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https://howlyuan.com/
https://charlie49613017.wixsite.com/artist-home-swap
https://www.migrationmattersfestival.co.uk/news/howl-yuan
https://www.migrationmattersfestival.co.uk/news/howl-yuan
https://mingstrike.fireside.fm/
http://youngsookchoi.com


We’re all in this together is a publication project that seeks to chart and map 
networks of working within and extending past Southeast Asia as a way to 
offer, discuss, and document alternative histories to dominant and imposed 
narratives of Western global art centers. This project aims to bring together 
various collectives, initiatives, and projects rooted in Southeast Asia through 
collected interviews published together in a series of zines and a website.
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Arianna Mercado is a curator and writer based between London and Manila. 
She is the co-founder of Kiat Kiat Projects, a nomadic curatorial initiative 
with a focus on alternative exhibition formats. Mercado is the recipient of 
the 2017 Purita Kalaw-Ledesma Prize for Art Criticism and has worked on 
projects with Calle Wright, the Museum of Contemporary Art and Design 
Manila, and the Cultural Center of the Philippines. Her writing has been 
published through Ctrl+P Journal of Contemporary Art, the Philippine Star, 
and the Artling Artzine. She is currently pursuing her MFA in Curating at 
Goldsmiths, University of London.


